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A project that deve I ops an in-service training packet that
demonstrates and explains the use of visuals in second language learning,
beginning through advanced levels.

Packet includes applications for

visual usage in the development of writing, reading, speaking and listening
ski I ls in second language learners.

Second language teachers, language

art teachers and English as a Second Language instructors could benefit
from such a packet.
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Background of the Project
Introduction
Truly productive thinking in whatever area of cognition takes
place in the realm of imagery (Arnheim, 1969).
Drawing on Whorf, Vygotsky and Bruner, Arnhe i rn be Ii eves that in
order to cope with the world, the mind must gather information
and process it.

He stresses that in order to think. about objects

and events, the mind must be able to access the information stored.
He be Ii eves that verba I thought--words a I one--i s secondary
in shaping thought (Hubbard, 1 989).
Wright( 1 989) agrees with Arn he i m; he
suggests that we predict, deduce and infer not only from what
we hear and read but a I so from what we see around us and f ram what we
remember having seen.
Non-verbal elements such as environment and gestures are decisive
in determining what is actually communicated in terms of attitudes,
beliefs, intentions and possibly even cognitive content (Arndt and Pesch,
1 984).

If I anguage is understood as a comprehensive means of human

communication, which includes not only verbal aspects but
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visual aspects as wel I, the study of language cannot be restricted to
verba I speech activity.

A I anguage teaching strategy that aims at

enab Ii ng a I earner to commun i cate--both actively and passively-in a second I anguage needs to incorporate those aspects of
nonverbal behavior which are interactional ly, and thereby in a
sense also I inguistical ly, relevant (Arndt and Pesch, 1984).
As any I anguage I earner knows, this added non Ii ngu i st i c
information is of ten paramount in the process of understanding.
A difficult message can be made accessible with no more than a
few hand signals that confirm or modify the intended meaning.
Seu I pture, pictures, theater, i 11 ustrated nove Is, comics, cinema,
and television all can promote full comprehension
through the combination of both verbal and visual information
(Altman, 1 989).

.

Purpose of the Pro i ect
The purpose of the project was to deve I op and do a Ii mi ted
tryout of an in-service training package that demonstrates and
explains the use of visuals in second language learning, beginning
through advanced I eve Is.
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Statement of the Prob I em
The problem, which was the particular focus of this project,
concerned the app Ii cation of Ii terature findings in regard to using
vi sua I aids in the second I anguage c I assroom.
The prob I em cou Id be phrased as f o 11 ows: Wh i I e there
is a I arge quantity of Ii terature about vi sua Is in I anguage I earning,
there are few resources for app Ii cation. This investigator
concentrated on deve I oping i nservi ce training mater i a Is for the
use of vi sua 1' aids in second I anguage I earning and acquisition,
for both second I anguage teachers and c I assroom teachers with
mono I ingual non-English-speaking, mono I ingual English-speaking
and bi Ii ngua I students.
Significance of the Project
Hirsch ( 1 968) first noted that Ii tt I e research had been done
on the systematic application of visual material as teaching
devices in I anguage instruction, as compared to their use to
stimulate interest in the area of study.

Since 1968, more

research have become ava i I ab I e, but resources are st i 11 Ii mi ted in
terms of how to apply visuals to faci I itate second language
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I earning and aqu is it ion. Spanish second I anguage textbook series
such as Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1 s

11

Y Tu 11 and 11 Entre Todos 11

and Heinle and Heinle 1 s 11 Ya Veras 11 provide a variety of
supplemental materials including overhead transparencies,
i I lustrated texts and video segments.

However, these companies

fail to offer training in terms of how to use these aids to
facilitate learning and acquisition.
This project grew out of the invest i gator 1 s desire to
research the use of visual aids in second language learning and
to put the Ii terature to use by providing information, ideas and
strategies through an in-service training packet and presentation.
Second Language teachers, ESL teachers and c I assroom teachers
with monolingual English- speaking, monolingual Non-Englishspeaking and bi Ii ngua I students could benefit from this
information and in-service.
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Definition of Terms
Terms used in the context of this project have been
defined as f o 11 ows:
Acgu is it ion - This occurs subconsciously as a resu It of
participating in natura I communication where the focus is on
meaning. (Making It Happen, 1988).
Advanced Language Learner - A student who is ab I e to sat i sty
most survival needs. This learner shows some abi I ity to
communicate about concrete topics, a'nd can comprehend both
conversat i ona I and academic discourse. (tv1ak i ng It Happen, 1988).
Beginning Language Learner - A student who is able to operate
in a limited capacity. This learner satisfies immediate needs with
learned utterances, and can comprehend social conversation with
difficulty. (Making it Happen, 1988).
Image - A mental picture of something not real or present.
Intermediate Language Learner - A student who is able to
satisfy some survival needs and limited social demands. This
I earner can comprehend substant i a I parts of norma I conversation.
( Making it Happen, 1988)
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Picture - A visual representation or image painted, drawn,
photographed or otherwise rendered on a f I at surf ace
( The American Heritage Dictionary, 1982).
Second Language Learner - A student who is I earning a
I anguage other than his/her primary I anguage.
Second Language Learning - This occurs as a resu It of
conscious study of the formal properties of the language.
(Making It Happen, 1 988).
Second Language Teacher - A professional who instructs
or he I ps students to I earn a I anguage other than their primary
language.
Target Language/Second Language - The I anguage that is the
focus of I earning and acquisition; the I anguage being I earned by the
second I anguage I earner.
Visual Aid - Material used in education to impart or
supplement instruction by visual means (The American Heritage
Dictionary, 1982).
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Organization of the Remainder of the Project
The remainder of this project is organized into three
chapters. Chapter two discusses research findings that c I ar i fy
and support the use of visuals in second language instruction.
A background of the in-service training packet wi 11 be presented in
Chapter three.

Chapter four w i 11 contain the i nservi ce p I an.

Chapter

five will include the summary, conclusions, and recommendations made by
the author as a resu It of this project

CHAPTER TWO
Review of Re I ated Literature

Studies of the use of visual aids in language instruction
are abundant and varied; they focus on several topics, ranging from
vocabu I ary bu i Id i ng and memory to enhancing reading comprehension.
Research findings which follow are limited to those which discuss the
use of visuals in vocabulary bui I ding, oral proficiency, written
proficiency, reading comprehension, and I istening comprehension. In al I
cases, this is concentrated on studies which offered guidance and
app Ii cation to second I anguage teaching, or to i nservi ce training for
second I anguage teachers.
Accordingly, each of the areas wi 11 be addressed and presented in
the following sections:

1. The Ro I e of Vi sua Is in Language Instruction

2. Vocabulary Bui I ding and Memory.

3. The Use of Visuals in Bui I ding Oral and Written
Proficiency.
4. The Use of Visuals in Reading and Listening
Comprehension.
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The Ro I e of Vi sua Is in Language Instruction
Fifteen percent or more of a 11 chi I dren do not respond we 11 to
verba I instruction and many more chi I dren have varying degrees of
difficulty with it (Taylor, 1979). In contrast, the visual expressions of
students are rarely, if ever, acknowledged as a form of language that can
be questioned, exp I ored, interpreted, and trans I ated into other
modes of expression (Olson, 1992). For example, in a second language
class, a teacher may explain a conjugation of verbs in the past tense and
students are expected to rec a 11 the information through oral questioning
or written testing.
verbal means.

Student knowledge is often measured only through

However, if this same teacher introduces the past tense of

verbs using student-created stories and i 11 ustrat ions and then measures
student recal I of information using asimilar format which includes
i I lustrations, the teacher adds the tool of visual learning to verbal
instruction.

In both practice and assessment, this teacher's students

would present their stories orally or in written form using their own
words as they exp I a in their stories and the i 11 ustrat ions which they have
prepared. According to Olson, this incorporation of both verbal and visual
means allows for student interpretation, exploration and critical
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thought to recal I the information presented in class. (1992)
Visual and verbal modes of learning can indeed
be woven together in the classroom. Teachers need to understand
and incorporate vi sua I thinking and vi sua I I earning strategies
into convent i ona I teaching methods in order to make it poss i b I e
for children with varying strengths in verbal and visual modalities
to reach their f u 11 I anguage potent i a I (01 son, 1992).

Vocabulary Bui I ding and Memory

Learning a language is learning a system of new words, new
patterns, new ski I ls and new meanings.
learning depends on memory.

In a broad sense,

Language information is best

stored into memory and recalled from memory when new
vocabulary, ski I ls, patterns and meanings are associated with an
image, an emotion or an experience (Stevick, 1986).
Gardner (1993) indicates an association of learned information with the
use of symbols and symbol systems. He states that we humans depend on
excellence in communication; we garner meanings
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through words, pictures, gestures, numbers systems and a who I e host of
other symbolic forms.
Also relevant is Paivio's (1978) system of pairing pictures
with words for memorization and recal I which he refers to as the dualcode model. The dual-code model proposes a verbal system specialized for
processing and storing Ii ngu i st i c information and a separate non-verba I
system for spatial information and mental imagery. When a
concept is registered in both memory systems, it is said to be
dual coded.

Paivio stated that dual-coding occurs with pictures

and words.

Because two memory traces are better than one,

dual coding explains the pictorial superiority of pairing words with
pictures rather than learning pictures or words separately. Parkin (1993)
supports this pi ctor i a I superiority effect by attributing the better
I earning of concrete vocabu I ary words to their ab i Ii ty to induce both
verbal and visual codes, whereas abstract words are more poorly recalled
because only a verbal code is available.
Haber and Myers (1982) also tested pairing pictures with words and
found that memory for a picture-word combination was superior to
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memory for words alone or pictures alone. Other studies indicate that
better learning occurs when a pair consists of a pictorial stimulus that is
to be associated with a verba I response (Brainerd, Desrochers, and Howe
1 981 ).

However, Press I ey and Levin ( 1 978) reported that the use of

pictures in teaching facts or mnemonic I earning techniques such as the
key word method are ineffective if learners-- especially young children- are unable to generate useful mental imagery.
In addition, Goodman ( 1980) studied the ro I e of picture schema and
object distinctiveness on the recall and recognition of objects
in pictures. For example, in pictures that depict activities such as
reading a book, objects with high re I evance to the "reading schema"
( the bookcase, the book on the f I oor) were rec a 11 ed better than
objects low in relevance such as a bird.
The Use of Visuals in Bui I ding Oral
and Written Proficiency
Wright (1989) indicates several roles for pictures in
speaking and writing in second language learning:
1. Pictures can motivate the student and make him
or her want to pay attention and want to take
part.
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2. Pictures contribute to the context in which
language is being used. They bring the world
into the c I assroom.
3. Pictures can be described in an objective
way or interpreted or responded to subjectively.
4. Pictures can cue responses to questions or cue
substitutions through contro 11 ed practice.
5. Pictures can stimulate and provide information
to be referred to in conversation, discussion
and story te 11 i ng.
Olson (1992) suggests that a visual approach to writing
such as using student i 11 ustrat ions more et f ect ive I y trans I ates
the untapped reservoir of vi sua I experience and understanding into
words.

Student i 11 ustrat ions can provide add it i ona I information to

words for the visual learner, and words can provide additional information
to pictures for the verbal learner.
Gordon ( 1 984) found that i 11 ustrat ions are a natura I
part of development in written language. She describes drawing
as a part of writing in three levels:

1. When writing is difficult, drawings serve as the chief
means of communication.
2. With improvement in the reading and writing process,
drawings maintained importance but an increase of
written language was also apparent.
3. In the third level, children had completely switched the
emphasis from pictures to text.
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In addition to written language development, Altman (1989)
indicates that using a video image portraying real conversations in the
second I anguage is he I pf u I for encouraging students' comments and
conversation. He found that the weakest second I anguage students were
unab I e to report what was communicated through verba I I anguage in the
vi dee; they remembered and reported more about the cu I tura I components
such as body language, tone of voice or conversational setting. The
strongest second language students reported what was actually said in the
dialogue but missed many non-verbal elements in the video segment.

The Use of Visuals in Reading and
Listening Comprehension

Pictures have a major ro I e to p I ay in the deve I opment of
student ski I ls in I istening and reading.

There are two reasons

in particular for this:
1. The meanings we derive from words are affected by
the context they are in: pictures can represent or
contribute much to the creation of context in the
classroom.
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2. It is often helpful if the students can respond to a
text non-verba I ly: pictures provide an opportunity
for a non-verbal response or a non-verbal understanding
(Wright 1 989)
For example, when a student reads a story about different types of
dinosaurs and each type is i 11 ustrated, the student is ab I e to begin reading
the text with a background know I edge of the meaning of the story. This
student can use the i 11 ustrat ions to comprehend di ff i cu It words and to
make connections from the written text.
Faci Ii tat ing Ii steni ng comprehension through communicative
I

methodo I ogy emphasizes the need for teachers to prepare second I anguage
I earners to communicate making use of non-verba I as we 11 as verba I
means (Wright 1 989).

Wright ( 1 989) exp I a i ned that when we try to

understand someone speaking we normally take into account not only their
verbal language but their appearance, the sound of their voice, their
behavior, their relationship to others, the situation and the setting.
Although verbal elements are essential in faci I itating I istening
comprehension, Tennyson (1978) demonstrated that adding pictures to
verbal instruction only helps if the pictures draw attention to the critical
attributes of the concept.

For examp I e; if the topic of a I esson is
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about Mayan Indian weavings, pictures that show samples of fabric and
people wearing Mayan clothing aid in I istening comprehension, whereas
maps of Guatema I a and Guatema I an architecture can hinder comprehension.
When reading we are aft ected to some extent by the
appearance of that which we are reading, whether it be a book or a
newspaper or a greeting card. The non-verbal information helps us to
predict what the text might be about, and this abi I ity to predict helps us
to recognize meaning more quickly than if we had to sort it out soley from
what we hear or read (Wright, 1989). If an i I lustrated story initially
shows scenes of a beach, sunshine and water recreation activities, the
reader can cone I ude that the story is about events that happened at the
beach. The reader can begin reading the story with a background schema
about the setting. Words that refer to the scene are easily depicted,
therefore promoting student success as the reader gains comprehension of
other important elements of the story.

It has been demonstrated that

even a single I ine drawing that provides only a very general indication of
the contents of a passage can have an effect on second language
comprehension, if it is shown to subjects before they
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read or I isten to the passage. Even pictures only vaguely related to a
passage aid comprehension more than prior access to only a Ii st
of the vocabu I ary words emp I oyed in the passage (Hudson, 1 982).

Summary
The review of the re I ated Ii terature presented in Chapter
two has indicated that pictures or vi sua I st i mu Ii can be effective
in language instruction. Visual aides are helpful in the
development of vocabulary, written and oral proficiency,
Ii sten i ng and reading comprehension. If instructors
incorporate abundant and relevant visual tools into their curriculum,
students w i 11 benefit.
One resu It of the Ii terature review, was to assist this investigator
in producing an inservice teacher training packet which can give second
I anguage or I anguage arts instructors information and examp I es of how to
better incorporate visuals into their curriculum. This inservice training
pack.et is described in chapter three.

Chapter Three
Background of the I nservi ce and Teaching PI ans

As I began teaching Spanish, I found myself relying on visuals to
narrow the gap between confusion and comprehension of the second
I anguage.

Vi sua Is enab I ed me to te 11 stories without trans I at i ng and

enabled students to express themselves with a I imited vocabulary. In
addition visuals helped my students remember vocabulary, stimulate their
interest and gave them contextual cues to guide their comprehension.
When I taught uni ts without vi sua Is, students' unit test scores were I ower
as compared to when I incorporated visuals into I istening comprehension,
vocabu I ary bu i Id i ng, reading comprehension, cues for ora I responses and
into the writing process.
Through research, I found that visuals have a place in al I areas of
I anguage I earning and teaching.

Agreeing with Wright, I found that

students were able to connect the pictures with new vocabulary during
story tel I ing.

Students focused on the pictures and were able to

concentrate on the vocabulary words used to describe each picture.
P i ct ures served as a gu i de to respond to or a I quest i on s posed i n c I ass
18
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or to retel I a story previously heard. Consistent with the works of Paivio,
and Haber and Myers, my students commented vi a a teacher eva I uat ion that
they were able to use and remember newly learned vocabulary better when
the vocabulary was associated with visual stimuli. During testing,
students who needed prompting of ten asked which picture the question
ref ered to and as a resu It they were ab I e to respond using the vi sua I
image learned in class.

Students demonstrated their reading

comprehension vi a student generated ro I e p I ays or i 11 ustrat ions of Spanish
Ii terature.
In addition, pictures were used to f ac i Ii tate speaking and writing
among students. Students used i I lustrations to communicate orally with
their peers by exp I a in i ng a picture and having a partner draw their
interpretations. Students wrote stories for the classroom audience
stretching their vocabulary to communicate an intended meaning. In
addition to writing their stories, they illustrated each significant part.
The i 11 ustrat ions gave the reader a context to predict the meanings of any
unknown vocabulary presented in the text.

Students also told oral stories

using pictures as prompts to aid their communication.
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Listening comprehension was easily monitored using visuals.
As I told a story, my students arranged a set of i I lustrated cards in order
to coincide with the story's plot.

I could easily see which students were

exp er i enc i ng di ff i cu It ly or success by monitoring their organization of the
cards.

Students then used their pictures as a guide as they responded to

ora I questioning.
Pictures have supp I emented my instruction by a 11 owing a I arger
percentage of my students to participate in the second language without
trans I at i ng to Eng Ii sh, repeated substitution dr i 11 s or grammar ex ere i ses.
Most of a 11, pictures capture student interest and give them just enough
information to want to know what I am actually trying to communicate.
The information becomes comprehensible as they identify words with
pictures. Pictures or i 11 ustrat ions give my students an opportunity to
become active in their own learning while they try to communicate their
message.

The incorporation of visuals into my curriculum has allowed for

student participation using kinestic, visual, linear, interpersonal and
spat i a I i nte 11 i gences (Gardner 1993).
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This project grew out of my desire to use my experience along
with research about visual aids in second language learning and
to put the Ii terature to use. I w i 11 provide information, ideas and
strategies by designing an in-service training packet and presentation.
K- 12 second Language teachers, ESL teachers and c I assroom teachers
with mono I ingual English- speaking, mono I ingual Non-Englishspeaking and bilingual students should benefit significantly from this
information and in-service.

Implementation of In-Service
Language teachers not only instruct their students to comprehend
and produce oral speech, but they must also teach their students how to
read and write in the second language.

Therefore, this investigator

dee i ded to incorporate an i nservi ce p I an that inc I uded samp I e app Ii cations
for faci I itating I istening, speaking, reading and writing ski I ls from
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beginning to advanced levels.

Teachers wi 11 leave this inservice with

pertinent background inf or mat ion regarding vi sua I use in second I anguage
teaching and learning, with an active experience as learners with visuals,
and with suggestions and resources for further vi sua I aid app Ii cations.
EI ementary through secondary teachers who have comp I eted this
inservice have commented on how useful and applicable this inservice has
been.

A mu It i-age first-second grade teacher, after participating in an

i nserv ice, reported that she used i 11 ustrat ion as a means for
communication with a student who cou Id not write and used i 11 ustrat ions
as a means to develop his writing skills. A seventh grade language arts
teacher incorporated art into her writing and I ater wrote a Master 1s
project des er i bing the resu I ts.

A high schoo I Eng Ii sh teacher reported

that she successf u I ly incorporated ideas from this i nservi ce into her
transit i ona I Eng Ii sh as a Second Language c I ass.

This i nservi ce

st i mu I ates teachers to bu i Id and create their own app Ii cations that
f ac i Ii tate their own methods of instruction as we 11 as app Ii cations that
meet the varying needs of their students.
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Ideas, TechniQues and Resources tor Using Visuals With Beginner,
Intermediate and Advanced Second Language Learners
This investigator uses visuals through a variety of methods to
promote successful second language learning with beginning, intermediate
and advanced I anguage I earners.

The author uses vi sua Is with beginning

second language level learners to introduce vocabulary, to cue responses
f ram teacher directed questioning, to aid basic conversat i ona I di a I og
among students, to help communicate intended meaning in student writing
and to communicate student reading comprehension. The intermediate
second language learner can use visuals to aid communication in writing,
to serve as a prompt or i 11 ustrat ion when presenting to c I ass, to aid
comprehension of oral story tel I ing, to provide a contextual aid when
reading a passage, to bring about Ii mi ted conversation, and to express
comprehension of a di ff i cu It reading passage, and to continue bu i Id i ng
vocabu I ary. The advanced I anguage I earner can use vi sua Is to st i mu I ate a
conversation, to te 11 a story with precise deta i Is, to est ab Ii sh a schema
before reading a scene in a short novel or a difficult poem, to plan and
implement drama, to stimulate writing, and to make oral reports or
presentations.
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When applying these ideas through the inservice activities, th.is
author wi 11 actively involve participants in sample activities beginning
through advanced I eve Is incorporating I arge group instruction, cooperative
learning groups and kinestic learning.

In-service participants will

observe and experience how pictures, video, and student i I lustrations can
be incorporated into second I anguage instruction.

A I though the author

primarily uses teacher or student-made visuals as instruct iona I
resources, i nservi ce participants w i 11 receive

a Ii mi ted Ii st of

commerc i a I resources.
Summary

The background of the inservice and teaching plans presented in
chapter three briefly summarized Ii terature regarding the use of vi sua Is
in the second I anguage c I assroom as we 11 as the author's background which
led to this inservice packet. This inservice packet is intended for second
I anguage teachers or teachers of students who speak another I anguage and
are learning English. A brief description of the inservice implemention is
included as wel I as some previous inservi ce participants' applications and
uses of vi sua Is.
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Chapter four wi 11 include the author's inservice and teaching plans
as wel I as a description of techniques and resources for using visuals
with second language learners.

Appendix One contains copies of al I

necessary materials to implement the inservice as wel I as copies of
samp I es, p I ans and resources for i nservi ce participants.

Chapter five

inc I udes the author's summary, cone I us ions and recommendations.

)

Chapter Four
The ln-servi ce and Teaching PI ans
The Use of Visuals in Second Language Learning

This inservice packet and presentation could benefit K-12 second
I anguage teachers, Eng Ii sh as a Second Language teachers and c I assroom
teachers with mono I ingual English-speaking, mono I ingual Non-English
speaking and bi Ii ngua I students.

Participants w i 11 receive a brief

overview of the re I ated Ii terature about using vi sua Is in second I anguage
instruction. In addition, participants will be involved in sample
activities that incorporate visuals exercises or activities focusing on
Ii sten i ng comprehension, vocabu I ary bu i Id i ng, reading comprehension,
speaking and writing. Sample activities for beginning, intermediate and
advanced second I anguage I earners are inc I uded.

The presentation

handouts inc I ude add it i ona I ideas for using vi sua Is and a Ii st of resources.
All materials to implement this in-service presentation are available in
Appendix One and al I participant handouts are avai I able in Appendix Two
of this project.
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Order of Presentation
1. Story tel I ing without Pictures.

10 minutes

2. Story tel I ing with Pictures.

10 minutes

3. Br i et Report on Research Findings

10 minutes

4. Writing and Drawing Activity

20 minutes

5. Reading Comprehension Activity

40 minutes

6. Video Interaction Activity

40 minutes

7. Sample of Student Video

5 minutes

Description of Presentation Activities
Story Telling Without Pictures:
This activity is designed to let participants experience the
differences between I isteni ng comprehension of a story without vi sua Is
and with visuals. The presenter will tell a story in Spanish without
vi sua Is wh i I e participants Ii sten and try to understand it.

Some

participants may be Spanish-speaking but the majority probably w i 11 not
speak Spanish. The presenter wi 11 ask Non-Spanish speaker or beginning
Spanish-speakers what they think the story is about and if there are any
key words they identified.
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Story Telling With Pictures
The presenter w i 11 te 11 the same story in Spanish but the second ti me w i 11
use pictures that depict the story's meaning. The presenter w i 11 te 11 the
story twice emphasizing key words. The presenter w i 11 then ask the NonSpani sh speakers or beginning Spanish speakers to hypothesize about the
story's meaning. The presenter wi 11 then ask if the participants could
indicate any words that they recognized that might corre I ate with the
picture's meaning. The presenter wi 11 compare audience reactions to the
story without pictures and with pictures. Non-Spanish-speaking
participants w i 11 be encouraged to share if they experienced a difference
between the two different presentations of the stories.
Brief Report on Research Findings:
The i nservi ce presenter w i 11 report on findings that c I ar i fy and
support the use of visuals in second language learning. Participants wi 11
ref er to pages in the in-service packet which discuss Ii terature findings.
An overhead visual will be shown that displays Naomi Gordon's findings on
the natural development of i I lustration in written language.
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Writing/Drawing Activity
This activity designed for intermediate language learners bui Ids
writing and Ii sten i ng ski 11 s using real communication to comp I ete a task.
Participants w i 11 be divided into groups of two. One partner w i 11 put
his/her head down and the other wi 11 look at a hand-drawn picture on the
overhead. Participants who I ook at the picture w i 11 be given five mi nut es
to jot down as much description as poss i b I e in the target I anguage about
the picture. The Presenter turns off the overhead.

Participants w i 11 read

their descriptions to their partners and their partners w i 11 draw the
picture as they Ii sten to the des er i pt ion. After about ten mi nut es, the
whole class is shown the original picture to compare to their own
drawings.

Groups wi 11 show the entire class their drawings to compare

to the original.
Reading Comprehension Activity
In-service participants w i 11 be divided into three groups. Each group
is given the same reading selection but a different task to demonstrate
their reading comprehension. Group members wi 11 take turns reading the
se I ect ion a I oud.

After the groups are finished reading, the presenter w i 11

give each group their assigned task.

One group w i 11 be asked to i 11 ustrate
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the story in detai I using butcher paper and marking pens, another group
wi 11 be given a series of pictures and they must choose the pictures
that best represent the meaning of the story, wh i I e the third group w i 11
act out the story with group members acting as story characters and a
narrator. After twenty mi nut es, a representative from the first group
will s~iare their illustration with the whole class; a representative from
the second group w i 11 share their picture se I ect ions and their reasons for
their part i cu I ar se I ect ions; the third group w i 11 ro I e-p I ay the story as
they have interpreted it.

Video Interaction Activity (Advanced I eve I of second I anguage I earner)
This activity is designed to get students to practice real-life dialog
and to watch how body language can describe what people are saying. The
presenter will show two video clips without the sound.

In one of the

video clips the characters use body language to infer meaning while in the
second clip there is limited body language. The presenter will show both
clips without the sound.
the characters are saying.

Participants wi 11 watch and try to guess what
Participants wi 11 be divided into groups of

five and into groups of three to correspond with the number of characters
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in each clip.

Each group wi 11 be assigned to one of the video clips to

watch closely. Each group member wi 11 be assigned a character in the
video to watch closely.

After watching the video clips the

second time, groups will discuss what they think the characters are
saying.

Participants then w i 11 put together a brief ro I e p I ay based on

their interpretations and they w i 11 perform their ro I e p I ay for the c I ass.
To end the lesson, the presenter plays the video clip with the volume.

Student Video Sample
The presenter wi 11 show a student-made video. The students in the
video used their second I anguage ski 11 s and produced a sma 11 skit on f i Im
for a c I ass presentation.

Further App Ii cation
The presenter will then show visual aid examples for instructional
use and student work utilizing visuals. The presenter will discuss
possible uses of visuals with students at beginning through advanced
levels, and refer participants to the in-service packet for additional
ideas, resources and strategies.

Ideas consist of games, conversat i ona I
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st i mu I at ors, story app Ii cations and writing ideas. Resources inc I ude
photocopies of samp I e activities and a Ii st of add it i ona I books for
reference.

Ideas and strategies using visuals are focused to develop

vocabu I ary, ora I proficiency, Ii sten i ng comprehension, reading
comprehension and writing ski I ls through large group instruction,
cooperative I earning groups and kinetic I earning.

Summary
The in-service and teaching plans presented in chapter four
indicated the activities to be presented, their order and the estimated
time allotted for each.
included.

A detailed description of each activity is

Chapter four is intended as a resource and guide for anyone who

p I ans to present this in-service.

Append ix one contains add it i ona I

materials needed for implementing this inservice. Appendix two contains
materials for participants in the inservice. Chapter five includes the
author's summary, cone I us ions and recommendat i ens regarding the project
and additional instructional guidelines for the use of visuals in second
I anguage instruction.

Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The purpose of this project was to develop an in-service training
package that demonstrates and exp I a ins the use of vi sua Is in second
I anguage I earning, beginning through advanced I eve Is.
Summary
Wh i I e there is a I arge quantity of Ii terature about vi sua Is in
language learning, there are few resources for application. This
investigator reported Ii terature findings that discuss the use of vi sua Is in
second I anguage instruction. The Ii terature indicated that pictures or
visual stimuli can be effective in language instruction. Visual aides are
he I pf u I in the deve I opment of vocabu I ary, written and ora I proficiency,
Ii sten i ng and reading comprehension. As a resu It, the author concentrated
on developing inservice training materials for the use of visual aids in
second I anguage I earning and acquisition, for both second I anguage
teachers and c I assroom teachers who teach students who are with
mono I ingual non-English-speaking, mono I ingual English-speaking, or
bi Ii ngua I students. Participants of this i nservi ce w i 11 understand how
vi sua Is can be used to f ac i Ii tate Ii sten i ng comprehension, reading
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comprehension, written proficiency and oral proficiency: they will also
be able to apply these understandings. Materials included also provide
ideas for further app Ii cation of the use of vi sua Is in second I anguage
instruction, beginning through advanced I eve Is.
Conclusions
In reviewing the Ii terature and the deve I opment of the i nserv ice
packet, the fol lowing conclusions were reached:

1. Vi sua Is can st i mu I ate natura I conversation.
2. Second language instructors can use visuals to provide
contextual cues that reduce the need for translation to or from the
students' native language.
3. Visuals can be used to improve reading and I istening
comprehension.
4. Visuals can be used to improve speaking and writing ski I ls.
5. Vi sua Is can be used in a variety of ways to bring about student
learning.
6. Visuals can be used for vocabulary building.
7. Visuals can be used to guide questioning and to stimulate
responses.
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8. Visuals do not faci I itate comprehension of telephone
conversations, I oud speaker announcements, etc.

The author has provided the inservice training to K-12 classroom
teachers during the Central Washington Writing Project in July, 1993.
EI ementary through secondary teachers who have comp I eted this i nservi ce
have commented on how usef u I and app Ii cab I e this i nservi ce has been.

A

mu It i-aged first-second grade teacher I ater reported that she used
i I lustration as a means for communication with a student who could not
write and used illustrations as a means to develop his writing skills. A
seventh grade I anguage arts teacher incorporated art into her writing and
I ater wrote a Master's project describing the resu I ts.

A high schoo I

Eng Ii sh teacher reported that she successf u I ly incorporated ideas from
this inservice into her transitional English as a Second Language class.
This inservice provided information for teachers to bui Id and create their
own applications that facilitate their own methods of instruction as well
as app Ii cations that meet the varying needs of their students. As this
investigator continues to present this i nservi ce, appropriate adaptations
wi 11 be incorporated based on participants' expressed curriculum needs,
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interests and eva I uat ions.

Recommendations
The author wishes to make the f o 11 owing recommendations:

1. Visuals should always complement or relate to the intended
outcomes of second I anguage instruction.
2.

Visual materials should be varied, ranging from photographs and

drawings to video-taped mater i a I.
3. Vi sua Is shou Id be interesting and st i mu I at i ng ~o the student.
4. Visuals should be incorporated into daily lessons to provide an
enriched context for the instruction.
S. When introducing vocabulary, the instructor should orally
introduce the word with the visual.
6. Vi sua Is shou Id be combined with direct instruction, cooperative
learning, kinesthetic or hands on activities to provide
opportunities for a 11 students to gain success.
7. In addition to visuals, other types of teaching aids such as audiotaped mater i a Is shou Id be incorporated into a second I anguage
curr i cu I um.
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Recommendations
The author wishes to make the fol lowing recommendations:

1. Visuals should always complement or relate to the intended
outcomes of second I anguage instruction.
2.

Visual materials should be varied, ranging from photographs and

drawings to video-taped material.
3. Visuals should be interesting and stimulating to the student.
4. Visuals should be incorporated into daily lessons to provide an
enriched context for the instruction.
5. When introducing vocabulary, the instructor should orally
introduce the word with the visual.
6. Vi sua Is shou Id be combined with direct instruction, cooperative
I earning, kinesthetic or hands on activities to provide
opportunities for a 11 students to gain success.
7. In addition to visuals, other types of teaching aids such as audiotaped mater i a Is shou Id be incorporated into a second I anguage
curriculum.
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Further, it is the author s intention to continue to provide inservice
teacher training regarding the use of visuals in second language
instruction. Because of the lack of emphasis on using visuals in most
commercial second language materials, this inservice is seen as
particularly important.
Finally, it is the author's strong recommendation that the visual
component of both commerc i a I and teacher-made second I anguage
materials receive more effective emphasis.
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Appendix One
Contents
Mater i a Is Needed for I mp I ementat ion of Presentation

1. Written story in Spanish to use with Story Telling Activity.
2.

Overhead transparency of pictures that correspond with Ora I
Story Tel I ing Activity.
3. Overhead displaying Naomi Gordon's natural progession of
illustrations in writing development
4. Overhead of picture used for Writing and Drawing Activity.
5. Reading selection used for Reading Comprehension Activity.
6. Pictures used for Reading Comprehension Activity.
7. Video containing video c Ii ps needed for the video interaction activity.
and the sample of the student-made video.

Note: Des er i pt ions of a 11 presentation activities are ava i I ab I e in chapter
four of this project. Chapter four also contains the order of the
presentation and time estimates for each activity.
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Please note: Text and images in Appendix One have been redacted due to copyright concerns.

La familia Gonzalez fue a la playa el fin de semana pasado.
Hay cinco personas en esta familia. El padre se llama Francisco
y la madre se llama Marfa. Ellos tienen tres hijos se llaman
Clara, Paco y un beb6 Juan. Cuando ellos llegaron a la playa,
Francisco dijo, ·iHace Calort• y Maria dijo, ·1Hace mucho sol
tambient• Los nifios Clara y Paco son muy curiosos. El los
trataron de hacerse amigos con la gente en la playa. El los
hablaron con una muchacha.
a su

Paco dijo, ·Que es esto?· senalando

traje de baiio. la muchacha dijo, ·vayanse ninos·.

Paco y

Clara se tueron y encontraron un hombre muy gordo. Los ninos
dijeron, ·Hola Sr. Gordo• y el hombre gordo dijo rapidamente,
·vayanse ninos•.
muy guapo.
libro.

Ellos fueron y trataron de hablar con un joven

Paco dijo a el, ·ou6 es

SU

libro?· seiialando a

SU

El joven dijo, ·vayanse niiios• y eJJos se fueron. EIJos

decidieron que no necesiten otros amigos.
divert i rnos j untos sin otros amigos.·
?

[2]

0

Paco dijo, ·Podemos

1
I
•.
l
•
t
I
I

j

[3]
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Reading selection used for Reading Comprehension ActivitY#i

Pedro's Christmas Flower
Mexican Folk Tale
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Reading selection for Reading Comprehension Activity#: 3
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Appendix Two
Participant Mater i a Is and I nserv ice Packet
1. Order of Presentation
2. Brief background of presenter and Ii terature review.
3. Ideas and strategies for for using visuals with beginning language
I earners.
4. Ideas and strategies for using visuals with intermediate language
learners.
5. Ideas and strategies for using visuals with advanced language learners.
6. Bibliography for additional resources.
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USING VISUALS IN SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING
BY CYNDI FLANNAGAN

''Pict{Jres help me a lot I can recognize the words and
associate the pict{.!re taster than j{.!st the
vocab{./lary word alone ''(9th grade Spanish st{.!dent).

''Pict{Jres not only help with the knowledge of the
vocab, but it also gives us a mental pict{Jre to help
us on the tests "(9th grade second lang{Jage learner).

" The {.!Se of V/S{.!als helps me in learning tile vocab{Jlary.
It is easier to remember the words it yo{/ can see them
and speak them''( IO grade secondyear Spanish st{Jdent)
"The use of pict{Jres has helped me more than any other
method of teacllin,; could''(! !tll grade Spanish student).
"Teachers need to {Jnderstand and incorporate vis{Jal thinking and
vis{Ja/ learning strategies into conventional teaching methods
in order to make it possible tor both types of learners to reach
their f{I// lang{lage potential(Olson I 992).

)
[ 1]

Vi sua Is

and Language Learning Presentation
Order of Presentation

1.. Story without Pictures

2.

Story with Pictures

3.

Br i et Report on Research Findings

4.

Writing and Drawing Activity

5.

Reading and Drawing Activity

6. Video Interaction Activity

7. Sample of Student Video

\.

)

[2]

As I began teaching Spanish, I found myself relying on visuals to
narrow the gap between contusion and comprehension of the second
language.

Visuals enabled me to tell stories without translating and

enab I ed students to express themse Ives within a Ii mi ted vocabu I ary.
Vi sua Is he I ped my students remember vocabu I ary, st i mu I ate their interest
and

gave them contextua I cues to guide their comprehension. When I

taught uni ts without vi sua Is, student test scores were I ower as compared
to when I incorporated visuals into listening comprehension, vocabulary
bui I ding, reading comprehension, cues for oral responses and into the
writing process. Through research, I found that visuals have a place in al I
areas of I anguage I earning and teaching. Haber and Myers( 1 982) found that
memory for a picture word combination was superior to memory for words
alone or pictures alone. Learning occurs when a pair consists of a
pictorial stimulus that is to be associated with a verbal response
(Brainerd, Desrochers, and Howe 1 981 ).

Pictures vaguely re I ated to a

verbal or written story aid second language comprehension more than a

[3]

vocabu I ary Ii st of key words used within the passage(Hudson, 1 982).
Andrew Wright indicates the roles for pictures in speaking and writing as
follows:
1. Pictures can motivate the student and make him or her
want to pay attention and want to take part.
2. Pictures contribute to the context in which the I anguage is
being used. They bring the world into the classroom.
3. Pictures can be described in an objective way or
responded to subjectively.
4. Pictures can cue responses to questions or cue
substitutions through contra 11 ed practice.
5. Pictures can stimulate and provide information
to be ref erred to in conversation, discussion and
storytelling. (1989)
Naomi Gordon ( 1 984) found that i 11 ustrat ions are a natura I part of
the development of written language. She describes drawing as a part
of writing in three catagor i es.

1. When writing is difficult, drawings serve as the chief
means of communication.
2. As children improve in the reading and writing process,
drawings maintained importance but an increase of written
I anguage was a I so apparent.
3. In the third level, children had completely switched the
emphasis from pictures to text.
Non-verbal information helps us to predict what the text might
be about; this abi I ity to predict helps us to recognize meaning more

J

[4]

than if we had to sort it out soley from what we hear or read. (Wright
1989)
While there is a large quantity of I iterature about visuals in
I anguage I earning, there are few resources for app Ii cation. This
investigator concentrated on deve I oping i nservi ce training mater i a Is for
the use of visual aids in second language learning and acquisition,
for both second language teachers and classroom teachers with
mono I ingual non-English-speaking, mono I ingual English-speaking
and bi I ingual students.
Hirsch ( 1968) first noted that Ii tt I e research had been done
on the systematic application of visual material as teaching
devices in language instruction, as compared to their use to
stimulate interest in the area of study.

Since 1968, more

resources have became ava i I ab I e, but they are st i 11 Ii mi ted in
terms of how to apply visuals to faci I itate second language
learning and aquisition. Spanish second language textbook series
such as Holt, Rinehart and Winston's

11

Y Tu" and 11 Entre Todos 11

and Heinle and Heinle's "Ya Veras" provide a variety of

J

supplemental materials including overhead transparencies,
[SJ

i I lust rated texts and video segments.

However, these companies

fail to offer training in terms of how to use these aids to
faci I itate learning and acquisition.
This project grew out of my desire to
research the use of visual aids in second language learning and
to put the literature to use by providing information, ideas and
strategies through an in-service training pack.et and presentation.
K- 1 2 second Language teachers, ESL teachers and c I assroom teachers
with monolingual English- speaking, mono I ingual Non-Englishspeaking and bi Ii ngua I students cou Id benefit from this
information and in-service.

[6]

ADDITIONAL IDEAS FOR USING VISUALS IN SECOND LANGUAGE
TEACHING

Beginning Language Learner

Have students sing childhood songs with simple language and students
create pictures which i II ustrate meanings of songs. Students can put
together an i 11 ustrated song book with the i 11 ustrat ions serving as
contextua I c I ues to the meanings of the songs.

Give students small picture card sets of newly learned vocabulary or put
a series of pictures on the floor for all students to see. Sample pictures
could be body parts, furniture of a house or places in a city. Describe a
person, or the arrangement of furniture in the house or the I ayout of the
city. As students I isten, they arrange the pictures according to the your
descriptions. Card sets can be of scenes in a story, characters in a story
or of happenings in a story and students arrange the cards as the
instructor tel Is the story. The instructor tells the story three times and
then can question students about the story whi /e students use their cards
e:s prompts or cues for their responses.

)

[7]

Picture card sets continued

Have students sit in a circle and give every other person a picture of
a verb or noun. Students are instructed to pass the pictures c I ock-w i se.
Students with the picture, ask the person on their left a question which
requires their partner to use the picture in their response. For example:
The person asking the question holds a picture of someone playing footbal I
and asks "What did you do last saturday? 11 and the person looking at the
picture responds by saying 11 1 played football last Saturday." After the
person responds, he or she receives the card and turns to their left to ask
the next person the question and so on. The instructor can p I ay music
while students question and answer while passing the cards. When the
music stops, students stop and the instructor can ask an individual
students a question to check for understanding. At this time the
instructor can switch cards to al low for more vocabulary use.
An additional circle game is to have students arrange their desks or
chairs in a circle. The teacher places four verbs in the center of the
circle on the floor, for example; to jump, to run, to swim, and to dance,
and assigned each verb a number 1,2,3,4. Students count off from one to
four and then identify themselves with the verb that corresponds with
their number. The teacher says three verbs when he/she says the third
verb, students who are that numbered verb have to get up and find a new
seat. For examp I e; Teacher says to jump, to run and to dance. Students
who were number four must get up and find a new seat. The student who
is left in the middle must say three verbs and the game continues. After
students are fami I iar with the verbs they must start to conjugate them
for a subject. For example; I run, I jump and I swim.
Have students make their own i I lustrated flash card sets and have
them work. in pairs to dri 11 each other. Students can make mini dialogs.
The student who holds the card ask.s a question and the person looking at
the card must respond using the i 11 ustrated vocabu I ary word.

[8]

Have students p I ay concentration or memory with card sets of ten
pairs. Students work in groups of two. Each pair has a picture of the
vocabu I ary word and the typed vocabu I ary word. Students turn a 11 cards
face down. Students take turns turning over two cards at a time. If a
student finds a match of the typed vocabu I ary word and its corresponding
picture, he or she takes another turn. The student with the greatest
number of matched pairs wins.

)

PI ay 11 F i sh" using a picture of a vocabu I ary word on one card and the
written vocabulary word on the other to make a pair. A deck of cards
contains twenty six pairs or thirteen sets of four. A set of four contains
two cards with pictures and two cards with the vocabulary word. Teach
students vocabulary to play the game. For example; "Do you have a
11
monkey?" "It is your turn.", 11 1 win. 11 , 11 Go fish.", "Your cheating!", 1 need
a card. 11 etc. Each team member can wear a paper c Ii p and if another team
member is caught speaking a language other than the second language, the
person who caught him/her can take their clip. Students can receive
extra points or a sma 11 token if they have the most c Ii ps at the end of the
game.

_)
[9]

Conversational Pair Activities

Students are divided into groups of two. One person receives a paper
tit I ed Partner A and the other person receives a paper tit I e partner B.
Each paper has a series of questions about different people and activities
as we 11 as pictures of different activities with peop I e's names next to
each picture. The pictures on Partner A's paper are the answers to
Partner B's questions and vice versa. Partner A asks Partner B the
questions on his/her paper and Partner B responds ora I ly using the
pictures as a qui de. Partner A writes down the answers as he/she I istens
to Partner B's responses. Then Partner B begins questioning etc.

Each student is given the same two-sided paper. Each side is
exactly the same with three vertical columns: The left hand column has a
Ii st of eight to ten subjects, the center co I umn has eight to ten pictures
of activities, and the right hand column has a list of eight to ten clocks
with different times, or eight to ten different places. Students use one
side and draw I ines between a subject, a activity or verb picture and a
time or place. They draw I ines so that al I each item in each column is
used. Students then find a partner and te II their partner each sentence
that they diagrammed. The I istener connects the sentences as he/she
I istens on the reverse side of his/her paper. Students compare to see if
their diagrams are the same. Then they switch and the other partner
begins te 11 i ng his/her diagrammed sentences and the other connects the
subject to a verb to a place or time as he/she I istens.
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"Pictionary" can be played by the entire class or groups of four.
Entire class: Divide class into two or three teams. Two students from
each team go the board. One person from each team is given the
vocabu I ary word and then draws teh word; the other team member tries to
ciuess the word in the target language before the other teams do.
Groups of four: Each group is divided into two teams of two. One member
from each team draws the vocabu I ary word and the other team member
tries to guess. The team member who guesses first wins the point for the
round. Each team member takes turns guessing and drawing. The team ·
with the most points wins.

As teacher reads or te 11 s a story, students draw what they
comprehend. They Ii sten to the story mu It i p I e ti mes and add deta i I each
time. Students then use their i I lustrations to retel I story or to answer
teacher questioning regarding the story.

[, 4]

Intermediate Language Learners

Students can mak.e cartoon strips with their own story I ines and
i 11 ustrat ions. Samp I es and b I ank. cartoon strips are attached. Use
cartoons from the Sunday comics, white out the bubbles and laminate
cards. Students f i 11 in the di a I og in the target I anguage.<Wr i ght 1989)

)

Put students into groups of two and give each student a simi I iar
picture. Students write down individually all they know about their
picture and questions to ask about their partner's picture. Without
I ooki ng at the picture, students ask. questions about their pictures to find
out what is simi I iar and different.
Use an interesting picture and ask students to write about what they
think. is happening. Students can then share with a partner their
brainstormed scenario.
Students use a set of pictures which can i II ustrate a narrative.
Students write or ora I ly te 11 the story using the pictures. Or students
use a written story and i II ustrate each scene of the p I ot. Eight to ten
pictures is a realistic number for each activity described above.

Students illustrate a picture story and orally tell the class their
story using the pictures as prompts to qui de them. Students could tel I a
partner their story and the partner could retell it to the class.

[ 1SJ

Use contempory vocal rock music (pick a slow song in which the
singer articulates clearly). Teacher plays the song two times and then
the students I ist al I the words they can identify. Later, the teacher gives
students a ditto of the lyrics with al I the words they know leftout.
Students Ii sten to the song two more ti mes and f i 11 in the words as they
I isten. After students have al I the lyrics, put students into groups of
four to discuss the meaning of the song. Have students i I lustrate the
meaning, act out the p I ot of the song or show the meaning through an
invented visual aid of any kind, for example; an outline or a mapping
diagram.

Advanced Language Learners

Students write their own plays and make their own prompts.
Students rehearse and perform plays for class or other classes within
the schoo I.
Students can design a dream home and describe what it wi 11
look like, who will live there etc. Students can practice using
prepositions, house vocabulary and future tense in their descriptions.
Students can write and produce their own f i Im in the target
I anguage. The video can be presented in c I ass, to the pr inc i pa I and
serves a·s good documentation of student ski I ls.
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Students take turns te 11 i ng a story ora I ly to teacher and the
teacher i I lustrates story on the chalk board or overhead as it develops.
(Wright 1989)
Students can bring in pictures from al I different ages of their
life and write an autobiography. This activity provides an opportunity
for students to practice using the past tense.

Use a series of pictures or a picture of a scene. One ha If of the
c I ass I eaves the room and the the teacher te 11 the remaining students
the story three times. Students return to the room and find a partner
who heard the story. Students, who heard the story, retel I it to their
partner. (Rosser, 1994)
Use illustrations of scenes from student I iterature readings. Tell
about the scene in the I iterature to provide a schema for students before
they read the text.

PI ay detective by putting together a series of pictures or
i I lustrations of a crime. Include some clues in the target language and
the possible suspects. Students use pictures, clues and possible suspects
to determine who is the criminal. (Wright, 1989)
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More examples of the use of visuals in language teaching can be found in
the books be I ow:
Altman, Rick,

The Video Connection, Hou_ghton Mifflin, 1989.

Bowen, Betty, Look Here/ Visual Aids in Language Teachin$_ Macmi I Ian,
1982.
Buckby, Michael and Wright, Andrew, Flash cards tor Language Learning,
Modern Eng Ii sh Pub Ii cations, a subsidiary of Macm i I I an Pub Ii she rs,
1981.
Byrne, Donne, Progressive Pictvre compositions, Longman, 1967.
Byrne, Donn and Hal I, Douglas, Well Pictvres tor Lenguege Prectice,
Longman, 1976.
Heaton, J.B., Composition Throvgh Pictvres, Longman, 1 966.
Ho I den, Susan, Visuel Aids tor Clessroom lnterection, Modern Eng Ii sh
Publications, a subsidiary for Macmillan Publishers, 1978.
Jones, J.R.H., Using the Overhead Projector, Heinemann Educational, 1982.
Kerr, J. Y. K., Pictvre Cve Cerds tor Oral Langvage Prectice, Evans Bros.
and Bel I Hyman, 1979.
Lonergan, Jack,
1984.

)

Video in Langvage Teaching, Cambridge University Press,

McAlpin, Janet, The Magazine Pictvre Library, Heinemann Educational,
1980.
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Shaw, Peter and de Vet, Therese, IJsingB/ackboardOrawing, Heinemann
Educational, 1980.
Wright, Andrew, Pictures tor Language Learning, Cambridge University
Press, 1989.
Wright, Andrew, /000 pictures tor Teachers to Copy, Coll ins, 1984.
Wright, Andrew, Visual Materials tor the Language Teacher, Longman,
1990.
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